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Claas Reiss is pleased to announce its inaugural exhibition ‘All that kale’ with six new paintings 
by the German/American artist Jule Korneffel in her first show in the UK.

Korneffel’s abstract style of inscriptive mark making follows a minimalist sensibility yet, by allow-
ing underpainting to remain visible, the paintings reveal a process of reduction and the layering 
appears as a filtering of experiences. The picture plane is a lived experience in which she is able 
to arrive at precise forms and colours by what she calls ‘floating through its creation’. 

A sun is the most recent and most reduced work with its one single mark on an ochre-ish ground. As 
in all her paintings, Korneffel imbued personal every day life experience into abstract language. 
‘Suns are isolated and shine’ says Korneffel, referring to living in NYC during the Coronavirus 
pandemic. 

As simple and easy-going as the paintings might appear on first impression, it takes time for them 
to entirely unfold, having grown over time to multiple layers of paint. John Yau describes colour 
as ‘the carrier of emotion’ in Korneffel’s paintings, slowly manifested through the repetitive adding 
and taking away. Like the mind, these paintings never seem to stand still. Their floating form 
is reduced thus open—ended, concrete but incomplete. The works are continuums of time and 
space, still remain fragments, and provide space for viewers’ experiences rather than suggesting 
a certain path or meaning. All that kale asks us to live in these paintings for a moment — making 
time to return to ourselves.

Jule Korneffel, born and raised in Germany, graduated from Kunstakademie Düsseldorf in 2008 
as Meisterschüler under Tal R. In 2015 she moved to New York, where she feels the particular 
inspira-tions of Mary Heilmann and Agnes Martin. After graduating from the M.F.A. program at 
Hunter College in 2018, Korneffel quickly gained attention for emotional but reductive paintings: 
recent shows include Phase Patterns at ltd los angeles, Here comes trouble at Spencer Brownstone 
in NYC and Mini Me Mary in Dialogue with Mary Heilmann at Albada Jelgersma Gallery in 
Amsterdam. 

The exhibition will be followed by a publication with an essay by Terry R Myers.

For further information please visit www.claasreiss.com, email info@claasreiss.com 
or call +44 7769 566 922. Please follow us on @claasreiss and @projektraumlondon. 

Gallery opening hours Wed - Sat 11:00am - 6:00pm and by appointment.
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The exhibition will be followed by a publication with the following essay by Terry R Myers:

‘I’m all in when it comes to how the dividing line between abstraction and representation in painting 
was blurred if not erased across the dramatic rise and fall of modernism in the twentieth century, but 
there remains one aspect of the former that still doesn’t function in the latter. Back in 1999 (perfectly 
timed, I’d suggest) in the pages of Bomb Magazine, Ross Bleckner said this to Mary Heilmann: “One 
of the things I like about your work is there’s an anonymity to the imagery. You take boxes or squares 
or balls and stripes—basically you keep the vocabulary pretty elementary.” There may be ways in 
which a figurative or representational image can be anonymous, but none of them can compete with 
the “givenness” if not literal universality of geometry and mathematics. A geometric form may have 
a name but it has no identity. I know first-hand that turns on Heilmann (her response to Bleckner was 
a laugh), because such anonymity coupled with utter subjectivity is a funny thing that gives her work 
(along with Stanley Whitney’s) its recognizability and its potent agility.

In a relatively short time, Jule Korneffel has developed paintings that are very much identifiable as 
hers by also sticking to anonymity and making her versions of it her own. Yes, there are balls (or rough 
circles) on her canvases as there are in Heilmann’s or Whitney’s (and let’s not forget the late 1940s 
“dot” paintings of Francis Picabia because he’s the artist along with Duchamp who helps us get over 
ourselves when it comes to misidentifying originality as a limitation), but Korneffel’s play their own 
games, or perform their own tricks, or even create their own personas. And, not unlike the work of 
her predecessors, I’m especially drawn to what each painting of hers has that the others don’t, rather 
than those characteristics they so emphatically share. Honey Sugar Pop, 2019, for example, levitates 
three of its shapes (in the primary colors, making me remember that Mondrian’s work is uniquely 
anonymous itself, so it can’t only be about making gestural pictures) just up from the bottom edge of 
the canvas. Hovering above them on the left is another pink shape that looks as if it has just barely 
made it out the pink ground of the entire surface. So, yes, easy, but I think it is the graspability of that 
easiness that allows the paintings to sustain complexity. Take a small painting like A sun, 2020: at first 
glance it may look too quick but its toughness is what lasts. Just how fast was that light purple shape 
whipped into shape on the canvas’s rather gnarly ground? Why is the color of that ground closer to 
that of a sun than that purple shape that is shaped more like a sun? Was the ground-as-sun painted 
thickly to block out what looks like sky blue underneath? Nothing in the painting is just one thing, and 
one association leads to another, and another, and all the while anonymity is maintained. That, in the 
end, is the key achievement of Korneffel’s work.’

Terry R Myers, 2020
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Jule Korneffel All that kale 

FAD interview with Hector Campbell on 2 Nov 2020

JULE KORNEFFEL INTERVIEW – “I MASSAGE THE PAINT IN, AND THROUGH ADDING 
   AND OVER-LAYERING, THE PAINTING’S FINAL FORM IS CAST.”

By Hector Campbell • 3 November 2020

German-born, New York-based artist Jule Korneffel recently sat down with art historian, writer 
and curator Hector Campbell to discuss her move to New York and time at Hunter College, 
her art historical and academic influences, her physical painting process and her upcoming 
solo exhibition ‚All that kale‘ at the new Claas Reiss Gallery in Euston, London, which opens on 
Wednesday, November 4th.

Hector Campbell: You completed your undergraduate diploma at the  Kunstakademie Düsseldorf, 
Germany, where you studied as a Meisterschüler (Masterstudent) of the acclaimed Danish 
painter Tal R. What sort of artwork were you making as an undergraduate student? And did you 
learn anything from studying under Tal R that still informs your practice today? 

Jule Korneffel: Actually I transferred to Kunstakademie Düsseldorf, before that I studied for three 
years at the Hochschule der Bildenden Künste Dresden, a very traditional painting school. It was 
quite an academic drill, but very relevant to what I’m doing today. We studied the Old Masters 
in terms of how they built pictorial space and volume through colour. Even now my technique 
for employing negative space and my method of layering colour still derives from this. Both are 
major criteria in my work. 

I decided to transfer to Düsseldorf because I was looking for a confrontation with the 
contemporary. Back then I was painting figuratively, the only time in my life I ever have, even 
though I’ve painted since age 2. I was mostly working with mythologically inspired themes, but 
my figures kept “dropping off” from my paintings, and what remained were abstract patterns, 
some geometric, some reminiscent of florals. All these parts were figurative remnants, which I 
would paint over. My paintings were already going through a process of reduction, for which I 
was seeking a language.

I was very fortunate that Tal invited me to be in his class. It was just what I needed at the time. He 
supported, actually enforced, my loss of figuration, and sensitised me to the minimal and intuitive. 
His recurring question was: “How much less can a painting be, to be recognised as such?”.

H.C: In 2018 you completed your M.F.A at Hunter College in New York, and presented for your 
thesis exhibition a series of abstract paintings that depicted text, numerals and circles set against 
striking monochromatic or patterned backgrounds. What led you to re-enter art education and 
pursue an M.F.A? And how did your practice evolve during your three years at Hunter College?

J.K: First, I have to clarify that those were not circles, ‘Balls’, ‘splotches’ or ‘circle-like shapes’ 
I can agree to, even though I think these elements in all of my paintings are (just) ‘marks’ in 
their essential meaning. I employ marks to define the painting, and while I define on canvas 
I do this simultaneously in my mind – I call this process ‘Internal landscaping’. The painting is 
a visualisation of my internal process. Marking is mapping my never-ending emotional flow; 
painting is a vehicle.

Mark-making was a key from my education at Hunter College. The term was new to me then, and 
it clicked. As far as I know, it is not a common term in German or European art history, and that is 
so interesting, as it tells you about cultural differences and how they apply to art history. Once I 
gained this missing key, my identity as a painter came together entirely. My paintings and I grew 
to a truly German/American compound over those three years.

American Abstraction, particularly the ‘New York School’, has always been a crucial part of 
my work. My decision to go to New York City and take the journey through another education 
derived out of my curiosity for learning. I wanted to study American Art in its actual environment 
and explore the New York art scene. I originally planned to stay for one year, as it was simply 
not imaginable at that moment to leave home for longer. But with my first step out of the subway 
on 23rd Street, my ‘love story’ with New York City began. We simply seem to be a fruitful match, 
I’ve been here six years now, and it has become my base.

H.C: A recognisable trait of your vibrant, minimalist paintings is the exposure of previous layers 
of underpainting, revealed through a process of overlaying and filtering of colour. What role 
does the physical painting process play in your practice, as opposed to factors such as form and 
colour? 

J.K: That process is physically tough, and is the most intuitive part of my work. Even if I draw 
from previous experience, each painting is a discovery of new, unknown territory. I’m normally 
working on approximately thirty paintings of all sizes at the same time. The panels lie on the floor, 
as the paint is too fluid for vertical application. Due to spatial limitations, the panels are piled 
up, get rotated within the piles, and then, if dry enough, get staggered on the walls. It’s a crazy 
procedure, and I even made extensions for a few brushes to reach more easily all over the floor. 
I have hardly any emotional, or spatial, distance from the paintings. I’m living them, it’s full chaos, 
the studio looks like a hot mess. But I’m following an internal logic that arises while working. I feel 
entirely absorbed into matter. Following this path takes me to a place out of matter – to meaning. 
I massage the paint in, and through adding and over-layering, the painting’s final form is cast. 
The other, alternating step is just sitting and looking at the painting, trying to figure out what it is 



about. Looking at a painting is, as Mary Heilmann says, akin to watching a movie. Both the active 
and reflective parts of my practice are equal, and I can work and move between them as long 
as I know what the painting is about. The process is long, often a couple of years,  sometimes a 
painting can remain untouched in my studio for months, but I only realise after months that it is 
done. I’m growing with my paintings, and sometimes they are ahead of me.

H.C: You’ve listed Agnes Martin and Mary Heilmann as two key art historical influences, the 
latter of whom you exhibited alongside in last years Mini Me Mary at  Albada Jelgersma 
Gallery in Amsterdam. To what extend does art history, and the work of artists such as Martin 
and Heilmann, inform your own practice? 

J.K: It’s still hard to believe that I met and showed with Mary Heilmann! Her approach to imbuing 
personal, everyday experience into mostly geometric, abstract language has inspired me deeply. 
And the most important values I’ve received from Agnes Martin are her introspection, sensitivity, 
and persistence for taking the time the painting needed. Both painters believe in simplicity. Each, 
in her own way, links reductive and quite rigid compositions to human existence. They both seem 
absolutely dedicated to their work, and there seems to be no division between life and art. I’m 
impressed by their honesty and integrity. Agnes Martin is modesty, Mary Heilmann is directness. 
They speak their truth through painting.

I also maintain a close relationship to the Italian Renaissance, especially the Early Renaissance. 
Fra Angelico’s frescos, Botticelli’s colour and line, Giotto’s blue skies – looking at them feels 
like breathing fresh air. The works speak to me through their compassion. I find it interesting that 
this era, although so long ago, feels so close to me here and now. I wonder if this is because 
Humanism, which was re-introduced in a large scope back then, somehow speaks through these 
paintings. 

There are more artists, movements and art historical references I could mention, most of them 
American, such as Cy Twombly or Minimalism, but it seems more important for this conversation 
to mention how I love to see nearly any exhibition. New York City’s art scene is very rich and 
diverse, I find it interesting to see and talk about what everyone is doing. I learn so much from 
this community I’ve grown into, and I simply love the people here. Cancellations due to the 
coronavirus pandemic have impacted this of course, but actually only transferred us to other 
mediums. It’s good to see though that galleries and museums are now reopened, and I’ve seen 
as many shows as I could recently. It is great that everyone seems to be back out there, and to 
run into each other again. New York’s scene still has its vibrancy, and I’m so glad to be part of it.

H.C: In previous exhibitions you’ve completed a number of wall murals, and have also been 
known to display paintings that can be viewed from the front and, unconventionally, the reverse. 
What effect do you hope experimental exhibiting methods such as these to have on the artwork’s 
audience? 
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paintings as poetic formulas. I sometimes wonder if, above all, science is the most poetic subject. 
Referring to parts of Kurt Nassau’s and Isaac Newton’s colour theories, Victoria Finlay describes 
in her book Color her own sensual experience of this physical phenomenon – “I suddenly 
understood with my eyes and not just my mind how the phenomenon of colour is about vibrations 
and the emissions of energy.”*

H.C: Finally, your upcoming solo exhibition, ‘All that kale’, is both your debut UK solo exhibition 
and the inaugural exhibition at Claas Reiss in central London. Could you give us an insight into 
what to expect from the exhibition? 

J.K: What to expect? Well, I feel incredibly lucky and grateful to have a solo show during a 
pandemic. I’m very honoured that Claas believes in my work and has me as the inaugural show 
of the gallery. I think we both put a lot of work and love into it. All I wish is for many people to 
enjoy seeing it.

Jule Korneffel’s debut London solo exhibition, All that kale, is the inaugural exhibition at Claas 
Reiss in Euston. It opens on Wednesday, November 4th, between 10:00 am and 8:00 pm, and 
will continue post-lockdown.

* Victoria Finlay, Color (New York: Random House Trade Paperbacks, 2004. first published 
2002), p.6

J.K: I don’t think too much about the audience, my priority is that the work looks right. My paintings 
are containers of space and time, and as such, they relate to their environment. Although it is a 
subtle feature, the use of backs and sides underlines a painting’s ‘objecthood’. The backs carry 
written notes, the final title, and previous titles, while through the sides one can retrace the history 
of the layers of paint, akin to a rock formation, and perhaps some colour tests. This is subordinated 
additional information, and if space allows it is nice to occasionally display.

Each space requires something unique from the installation. Generally, I want any exhibition 
to be a sensual experience, as my paintings are. I hardly ever install the paintings on the same 
midline, it would look too firm. Instead, I seek for an installation which is as my paintings are: an 
open or floating form. I believe this best invites one into that sensual experience.
Because I can’t travel to London for this current exhibition, I used a model and installed dummy 
paintings on my studio walls to figure out the installation. I needed to feel ‘it’ all together to know 
what’s right. One rather larger painting is installed in between the front space and a walkthrough 
to the back space, and another is standing on the balustrade of the staircase. I hope that both 
interventions animate the viewer to move around in the spaces a lot. I don’t believe you can fully 
understand my paintings when sitting steadily in front of them, as they are not standing still either. 
It is also more fun to freely explore an exhibition. I like to encourage that.

H.C: Alongside the aforementioned influence of historic painters, you also maintain a keen 
interest in physics and have spoken before about your mathemetician father and the prevalence 
of mathematics in your childhood. In what ways do academic subjects such as these find there 
way into your artistic output? 

J.K: What my father passed on to me is the understanding that math and science are rooted in 
intuition-driven discovery. My father lived in a world of abstract pattern and numbers, and we 
often communicated through equations and chess. As a child, I thought this is what you did, and, 
as colours have always been my world, I somehow – without consciously knowing – transferred 
numbers and names into my colour systems. I lost this ability when I began attending school, as 
my teachers made me use different colours for letters and numbers than those in my system, a time 
of great confusion! 

Still, I retained my freedom for experiments and discovery. I’m actually interested in all different 
kind of sources, academic and non-academic. Right now my reading material includes painting 
techniques, anthropology, physics, metaphysics, alchemy, poetry, and fiction, and of course art 
history, to name but a few. I love researching, accumulating knowledge, and then filter it into 
paintings. Since the pandemic lockdown in March, I started to explore darkness. I have been 
reading, writing, and painting in almost equal parts. ‘A sun’, my most recent painting included in 
All that kale is the first painting to come out of this process.

I’m driven by light-hearted curiosity and an unrelenting joy for crossovers of any information and 
techniques. In this, I strive for the most comprehensive painterly outcome. I oftentimes think of my 
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I wanted roses
2019
Acrylic, vinyl, gesso on canvas
88” x 78” (224cm x 198cm)
Ref. CR-JK 001



Who gets the cherry?
2019 
Acrylic, vinyl, gesso on canvas
13” x 12” (33cm x 30cm)
Ref. CR-JK 002



Clouds in April, …
2019
Acrylics, vinyl, gesso on canvas
54” x 40” (137cm x 102cm)
Ref. CR-JK 003



Honey Sugar Pop
2019
Acrylics, vinyl, gesso on canvas
63” x 60” (160cm x 152cm)
Ref. CR-JK 004



A sun
2020
Acrylic, vinyl, gesso on canvas
12” x 13” (30cm x 33cm)
Ref. CR-JK 05



Followers
2020
Acrylic, vinyl, gesso on canvas
36” x 24” (91cm x 61cm)
Ref. CR-JK 06
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Honey Sugar Pop
2019
Acrylics, vinyl, gesso on canvas
63” x 60” (160cm x 152cm) 
USD 6,000
Ref. CR-JK 004

Clouds in April, …
2019
Acrylics, vinyl, gesso on canvas
54” x 40” (137cm x 102cm)
USD 4,800
Ref. CR-JK 003 

I wanted roses
2019
Acrylic, vinyl, gesso on canvas
88” x 78” (224cm x 198cm)
USD 8,000
Ref. CR-JK 001 

Who gets the cherry?
2019 
Acrylic, vinyl, gesso on canvas
13” x 12” (33cm x 30cm)
USD 2,200
Ref. CR-JK 002 

A sun
2020
Acrylic, vinyl, gesso on canvas
12” x 13” (30cm x 33cm) 
USD 2,200
Ref. CR-JK 05

Followers
2020
Acrylic, vinyl, gesso on canvas
36” x 24” (91cm x 61cm)
USD 3,300
Ref. CR-JK 06

Courtesy of the artist and Claas Reiss. Photo credit Daniel Creer 
and Damian Griffiths.
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Jule Korneffel
(born in Celle, Germany)
Lives and works in New York City

Education

2018-2015  M.F.A. Hunter College, New York, NY
2008-2003  Diploma Kunstakademie Düsseldorf, Germany, Class Prof. Tal R
  Hochschule für Bildende Künste Dresden, Germany, Class Prof. Ralf   
  Kerbach

Exhibitions

Solo/Duo

2020 All that kale, Claas Reiss Gallery, London, UK
2019  Mini Me Mary in Dialogue with Mary Heilmann, Albada Jelgersma,    
 Amsterdam, NL
2019  Here comes trouble, Spencer Brownstone Gallery, New York, NY
2019  Phase Patterns, ltd los angeles (w. Jason Meadows), Los Angeles, CA
2017  But What About Me, Maldonado Projects (w. Manuel Angeja), Brooklyn,  NY
2017  Against Interpretation, BBK/ Federal Association of Visual Artists Cologne   
 (w. B. Meyer-Ebrecht), Cologne, Germany
2015  Cats And Dogs, University of Paderborn (w. Alfons Knogl), Paderborn, Germany
2012  Two Shot, Boutique/Gallery for Temporary Art (w. Katinka Theis),  Cologne, Germany
2011  5 Minutes de la Meta, Art Historical Institute Bonn, Germany
2011  Play/Pause, Runde Ecke/ Riesa Efau, Dresden, Germany
2010  Zeit3, Gallery Niels Dietrich, Cologne, Germany

Selected Group

2020  WFA, Spencer Brownstone Gallery, New York, NY
2020  Try this at home, Albada Jelgersma, Amsterdam, NL
2020  Constance DeJong: Digital Constellations, Berta and Carl Leubsdorf    
 Gallery, Hunter College, New York, NY
2020   Leyline of Anticipation, Puppy American Publishing, Bronx, NY
2019  Artists of the Gallery (Christmas Market), Albada Jelgersma, Amsterdam, NE
2018  If I go there, I won’t stay, ltd los angeles, Los Angeles, CA
2018  Interstitial, Hunter College Art Gallery, New York, NY
2018  Super Model Nein, Unisex Salon, Brooklyn, NY

2017  Sound Performance (w. Jess W. Wheaton), Hercules Art Studio Program, New York, NY
2017  Textures, New Woman Space, Brooklyn, NY
2016  Common Room, Lesley Heller Gallery, New York, NY
2015  Singing Material, Tyson Gallery, Cologne, Germany
2015  Shift Leverage Move, Curb Gallery, New York, NY
2013  Opening Show Zusi Graham, Cologne, Germany
2013  Merkxs and Gwynne present: King Arthur Green Room, NADA, New York, NY
2013  Workshop Presentation, Autocenter, Berlin, Germany
2013  Porcher, Helpers Gallery, Brooklyn, New York
2013  The Object Layer Glasmoog, Cologne, Germany
2011  The Istanbul Issue, SUSI, Istanbul, Turkey
2011  Über den Geist in der Materie, Glasmoog, Cologne, Germany
2011  Trenddesign – wie bringe ich meine Arbeit in Einklang zu meinem Style?, Glasmoog,  
 Cologne, Germany
2010  A Busy Day, SOX, Berlin, Germany
2009  Die Liebe Bleibt, [doppel:de] Junge Kunst aus Dresden, Dresden, Germany
2008  La Chance de la Table, Kunstakademie Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany

Lectures/Talks

2020  Connecting through images, a conversation between Nina Mdivani and Jule Korneffel 
2019  Talk between Paula van den Bosch (Bonnefanten Musuem Maastricht) and   
 Arjo Klamer on occasion of the exhibition „Mini Me Mary“ Jule Korneffel in dialogue  
 w. Mary Heilmann, Albada Jelgersma Gallery, Amsterdam, NL 
2019  Reading on the occasion of the exhibition „Lonely Eclipse“, Kunstraum LLC, 
 Brooklyn, NY
2019  Walkthrough w. Terry R., Myers, „Phase Patterns“ ltd los angeles, Los Angeles, CA
2017  Textures, New Woman Space, Brooklyn, NY                                 
2017  Against Interpretation, BBK/ Federal Association of Visual Artists Cologne 
 w. B. Meyer-Ebrecht and Dirk Hildebrandt (Art Historian Institute, Frankfurt/M), 
 BBK Cologne, Germany
2011  Sometimes I Think, Sometimes I Don’t, talk w. Dirk Hildebrandt, (Eikones Basel), 
 Art Historian Institute Bonn, Germany



Press/ Publishing

2019  „Form Your Character“ Hamann von Mier Verlag, München, Germany
2019  Hyperallergic Review by John Yau „Color is the Carrier of Emotions“
2019  Artefuse „Here comes trouble“ at Spencer Brownstone by Kate Menard
2019  Artefuse Interview
2018  Hyperallergic on Thesis Show/Hunter College, Spring 2018
2017  Studio Art Magazine Vol.40
2017  100days100women/Henry Martin on Agnes Martin
2017  John Harten. Public Folder Revolver Publishing, Berlin, Germany
2017  Review Huffington Post on „But what about me“ 
2015  Staedelmuseum Frankfurt Blogparade
2013  Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
2011  Trenddesign. Volume 1 & 2, Publishing House of Kunsthochschule für    
 Medien Köln, Germany
2011  Teardrops etc. Strzelecki Books, Cologne, Germany

Jury/ Curating

2020  Jury member, Nest With NEA, Gallery Cubed, New York, NY

  
Awards

2015  Kossak Travel Grant Hunter College, New York, NY
2010-15 Studio Scholarship Cultural Department of Cologne, Germany
2008 Masterstudent of Prof. Tal R, Academy of Fine Arts Düsseldorf, Germany

Teaching

2015-16 Minimal Mode (Seminar), B.F.A program of Textile and Art/ University of    
 Paderborn, Germany

Projects in Art

2018  Everyone Come, BOS/ studio space, Brooklyn, NYC
2014  Domain of a Partial Function Helpers (w. Sam Stewart) Brooklyn, NYC
2009-15 SUSI/ Zusi Graham, Curatorial Art Project (w. Alfons Knogl) funded by the 
 Cultural Department of the City of Cologne, Germany
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